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The first mention of love 
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Salumet is quick to introduce this immensely important energy in the first of his teachings.  

What follows is a series of communications throughout many years on the subject of LOVE.  

(4/7/94) 

 

George: I think love is the most important factor on Earth. Sometimes we feel that we’re 
just not generating enough of it. Would you care to comment on that? 
 

Love is the most important thing, not only on your Earth, but in everything. 
You speak of 'God,' who or what is God, if it is not the universal power of 
Love? Love is indeed the most powerful thing that anyone can possess. It is 
that element of spirit that shines forth from each and every one of you, to 

varying degrees. Love, Love is what you are about. 
Les: Thank you, and would I be right then, in assuming that one's ability to emanate the 
power of thought and love, would affect the 'aura' which is seen around us as physical 
beings? 

You would be correct. What you are, ‘shines’ out in your auras, as it does from every 

living thing. 
Les: I'm glad you confirmed that, because I have told other people, that their own thoughts 
are projecting love, even if they are not aware of it. Provided they are aware of the 
importance of love, then automatically, they will be emanating those forces to others— 
Yes. Yes, the aura that surrounds each and every one of you, tells you what you are. Those 
of you who can see the auras, and there are many of you on this earthly plane who can, 
can see exactly who and what you are. It can be used in healing, it can be used for 
guidance, it can be used as a force for good. 
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Love within Christianity 
 

George asks for more confirmation about the subject of love within Christianity and the Ten 

Commandments.  (8/8/94) 

 

George: Could I ask a question about the Christian religion? We’ve had several. I’m looking 
at the good parts of Christianity—the prayer, the love—and I’m particularly looking at the 
Laws of Moses, the Ten Commandments, which indicate that we should love God, that we 
should love our neighbour as ourselves, we should not kill. Can you advise that these laws 
are still a good set of laws for us to observe? 

It is the Eternal law. You have used the ultimate word—LOVE. The word love 
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is the be-all and the end-all, of your existence—there is nothing more 
important for you to learn.  
That does not mean to say it is a love encircled in its own way of thinking. You can have a 
love, but still have the freewill to disagree. What is the brotherhood of man, if it is not an 
eternal love that you need to learn—but at the same time, you can learn to disagree, 
without any hatred, any malice. Love, love is the eternal law. It is what you should all 
strive for. I can say no more than that. It is the very highest thing that you can strive 
towards. 
 

Love and Evil are the same energy 
 

Love and evil are not separate things. Evil is an aberration of love.  Evil, as we call it, is 

created by mankind through greed, fear and anger. Salumet then touches other subjects 

such as space travel from knowledge yet undiscovered by our scientists, the historic abuse 

of knowledge and a simple exercise in sending powerful spiritual love towards photographs 

of our planet.  (20/5/96) 

 

Les: There is something which has puzzled me for a long time. We accept that the Great 
Creator created universe, not only this one but others, but we’ll deal with this one—created 
the universe with Love and for Love and that Love exists throughout it. We’ve also been told 
that for every force, there is an opposite counter force. Now if the Great Creator was 
responsible for the universe, then he also—I say ‘he’ but I know it’s just energy, it’s a 
convenience term that’s all—‘he’ must have been responsible also for the counter force of 
‘evil,’ and that seems paradoxical, that he should create love and evil, unless the creation of 
evil, which must be so as a counter force to the force of love, was designed to test our free 
will, within the parameters of evil. Now, would the Creator have been responsible for evil, 
or is evil a function of man’s attitude to life? 
Yes, my dear friend, I understand your question and we come again to explanations of 
your understanding. Let me say this to you: Love and evil are human terms. Of course, the 
Creative Power, is responsible for all things, this world and many throughout the cosmos. 
When you speak of Love and evil as two separate things, in fact you are quite wrong in 
that assumption, because you see, Love and evil, are of the ONE energy. Again, we come 
to this question of energies, upon which we will speak in deeper context of it, at a later 
stage. I know it is difficult for you to fully understand the meaning of energy, but let me 
continue: What is Love, if it is not Creation itself? What is evil? You would term evil to be 
the opposite of love. 
Les: Yes, that’s right, we do. 
It is in fact an aberration of what you term Love. Are you following me so far? 
Les: Yes, everybody following? (general agreement) 
I will stop if you so desire me to do so. 
Les: No please go on, we all understand so far. 
Good. When you speak of Love, you are humanising the Creative Force, the Creative 
Energy, which is ALL of existence. When you speak of evil, you are trying to make the 
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opposite of love. In the same way you do despair against happiness, fear against trust, so 
many things, you follow? 
Les: Yes, we apply human terms to the intangibles and the indefinable. 
Yes, exactly and it is in a way, mistaken identity, to give to these energies. But it is 
something you need to try to explain to yourselves. 
Les: Yes, I’m sure I’m not the only one who’s queried this in the past. 
I fully understand and accept your query, but you must try to understand, that it is one 
form of the Creative Energy. 
Les: And we have merely named it, to suit our convenience, or inconvenience, in that case. 
And for your own downfalls. All should be created with Love, it is you humanoids who 
have changed. It is your own fears, your own anger, your own greed, which has created 
this ‘evil,’ as you call it.  
Les: Yes I couldn’t imagine that the Creator (No!) would in fact have developed such a 
source of energy, as we imagine evil to be, as we know evil to be. 
Evil is a creation of mankind. 
Les: I thought it must be, thank you for that. 
I find it difficult to put the words into your human language, but it is in fact Love, which 
has been malformed, if you like, by you peoples upon the Earth plane, you understand? 
Les: Yes, we do. I could not and I think my colleagues, had I spoken about it, could not 
understand that The Creator, would have been responsible for the two things; it was 
ludicrous to assume it to be so. 
There is only—let me explain a little more to you this time: There is only one Creative 
Energy, but in many forms—It is streamlined. You understand me? (Yes.) It takes many 
shapes, but it is energy refined in many ways. In all areas of the cosmos, you may say 
there are different energies, they are not, it all returns to ONE ENERGY. 
Les: And all is Love. 
ALL comes together to form the whole, in the same way as you as spirit, will return to the 
ONE UNIT. Can you see the diversity of you all? But you return to the one energy, you 
understand? 
Les: Yes, we do, thank you and thank you for answering us. I noticed your term, 
‘humanoids.’ That bares out what you’ve told us once before, that you have never lived 
upon our Earth. 
I, dear friends, am a conglomerate of beings, as I have told you when first I came. When 
the time is right, there will be more explanation. 
Les: Yes, I wasn’t asking for an explanation just now thank you, it merely confirmed what 
you had mentioned once before, and we discussed after you had gone. And we thought it a 
privilege that you should be coming to teach us as you do and to put up with these earthly 
conditions. 
I know there are many questions within your minds, but we must have patience. I know I 
tell you this often, but I will not say it is a fault with you, it is understandable, but your 
timespan upon this Earth plane, is so short, in eternity. So, I understand, but again I say to 
you, be patient and much will come. 
Les: Yes, we must ask your forgiveness, if we seem impatient. 
No, I am always limited by many conditions, many factors, in what I am able to bring you. 
After all, there are those amongst you, who are quite new to this knowledge and it is 
better that we go slowly and be sure that all fully understand. 
Les: I agree absolutely.  
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It would be simple to bring much and for you all to be confused and we do not wish this. 
Les: No, we would rather not be more confused than we are. (chuckles) We do understand 
what you say to us and we appreciate your consideration. 
But I hope I have helped with your question, although for you it is a difficult one, so far as 
understanding goes. 
Les: You certainly have clarified it in my mind. I must say I hadn’t looked upon it in the way 
that you have put it to us and probably my colleagues here, would have been in the same 
thinking. They must have thought that the two were paradoxical and it’s cleared a lot of 
doubts I’m sure. 
I think confusion comes, when we use words like ‘Creator.’ It seems to imply that 
something is made, and energy has always been, always will be and cannot alter to any 
great degree, in the way that you may imagine. 
Les: No and that’s another thing we can’t quite understand, that it has always been, 
because our limited intelligences must apply a beginning to everything. 
I have said it can be transmuted, it can be formed in many different ways, but not radically 
changed, as you may assume. So, we are on difficult ground here. I do not think your 
understanding, even your scientists, your physicists, all of those peoples on your earthly 
plane who study such things, cannot clarify these energies. And let me say, their numbers 
which they have discovered, are minute compared to what exists. 
Les: Is that so?  
Of course, how else do you think we have our space travellers? They use energies 
unknown as yet, to your earthly sciences. 
Les: Yes, we quite understand that. 
So, you see, their knowledge is limited as yet, but I will tell you that many discoveries 
even now, are being looked into upon this Earth. Knowledge is expanding and much more 
awareness will be made known to all of you on this Earth, as to what has been discovered. 
Les: And is that knowledge—I know you’re—how shall I say, authorities from your realms 
can limit our knowledge, according to our spiritual development. And is our understanding 
of other energies going to be limited, until such time as mankind’s spiritual development is 
such that it can be allowed to use that other knowledge? 
There are those who are influencing for the good. All around your world, people in power 
are being influenced of course. Too often in your Earth’s history, has knowledge been 
abused. You know and fully understand this. We do not wish that these things continue to 
happen. Again, we come to interference of free will. We can influence, but we cannot stop 
the actions, once the knowledge has been accepted, you know and understand this. (Yes—
) But there have been many of us who have gathered together, to prevent the disasters 
which have been happening upon your Earth. We cannot allow it to continue. So there are 
many from our side of life, who are working, who are instructing, who are influencing for 
the good, because as I have previously told you, there have been civilisations upon your 
Earth, who destroyed themselves; they had the knowledge, but they destroyed what they 
had.  
Les: Yes, we come again to the difference between knowledge and wisdom. I have said to 
many people over the years that knowledge is one thing, but wisdom is the ability to use 
that knowledge properly. 
I would agree with those words. Knowledge does not always mean good. Knowledge, like 
energy, can be abused. 
Les: It can, and it has been unfortunately. 
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Unfortunately, mankind has a long history, not only of abusing knowledge, energy, but 
even in these days of your so-called ‘enlightenment,’ is man abusing himself. We cannot 
allow it to continue. I think you will even now have noticed that there is an ‘upsurge,’ I 
believe that is the term, of spirituality throughout your world. 
Les: Yes, you’re right.  
It is beginning to happen, and it will continue. 
Les: Good, well we’re certainly very, very pleased to know that and we have been aware of 
it happening. Again, we have to exercise our patience, because all of us here and many 
others like us of similar thought, want it to happen and want it to happen quickly, which of 
course we know is not possible. But we can still hope for it to happen quickly. 
Around your world, there are many groups like this one, who are being given the same 
information. All could clarify what has been said, if you could all get together, but I don’t 
think that will happen, but many opportunities will arise, when what is being told, and 
taught throughout your world, will come to the fore and peoples will know, that what we 
bring is the TRUTH and is brought with that GREAT CREATIVE LOVE, of which 
we opened this discussion. 
Les: Good, and in the meantime, if all those groups utilise the power of their thoughts from 
each group, that I am sure, will be a help in the scheme of things. 
My dear friend, you speak of my favourite topic, ‘power of your thought.’ Yes of course it 
is powerful and should be used by you all and I know that you here do not fully use the 
power of your thought. You try it when we speak about it, and then it seems to disappear 
from the forefront of your minds. So dear friends, always keep it in mind, that you can 
achieve so much, with the power of thought. 
Les: Yes, now perhaps you can help us in this Salumet. In order to achieve what you and 
your colleagues are attempting to achieve, what would be the best way for our thoughts to 
be directed? What mental words should we use and what direction should we try and 
spread them? 
My dear friends, I would say you need no words. Go deep within, go to the spiritual aspect 

of yourself, to send out that Universal Love. It is not necessary to use words to 
make connection, after all what is THOUGHT? 
Les: Energy again. (Yes.) And of course, it’s our human failing to have to put everything into 
words. 
If you so desire, then of course you can use your words, but it is not necessary. I could 

perhaps suggest to you, to make it a little easier for you: If you imagine the most 
powerful feeling of Love that you have ever felt—and I don’t mean physical 
love in the way you would imagine, but deep Love that comes from within. If 
you can recall that feeling and send it travelling, then you would be achieving 
the contact that you desire.  
That is all you need to do. But firstly, recognise that feeling and you all have experienced 
it, at some point in your lives. Seek it out and remember how it felt, then utilise it and 
practice with it and you will find that you become more adept in its usage. 
Les: Thank you, we’ll certainly try and do that, because we’re all anxious to give whatever 
help we can, in whatever direction is most desirable, for the overall good. 
If you like, you could focus on your earthly world—you all have seen photographs of it, 
you all know what it looks like from a distance. If that would help, then focus upon it, 
envelope it with that love, which I have spoken of.  
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Les: That’s a very good suggestion, we thank you for it. 
Imagine it being bombarded with this love and you can achieve much.  
Les: Yes, thank you, because that gives our human aspect, something to focus upon. 
Yes, it—I almost said ‘a failing,’ and I apologise for that word, it is not a failing, it is just a 
part of your human existence. But try it if you will, and you may be amazed at what can be 
achieved. 
Les: We shall certainly try, it does give us some focal point, which as humans, we all seem to 
need. Thank you for that. 
 

 

 

Love your brother 
 

Salumet helps us define the word ‘love’. In a nutshell, love is tolerance, a great tolerance of 

other people’s minds, of their words, of their conditions. It is non-judgemental. (21/10/96) 
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I would like to speak a few words upon the love for your brothers. (Yes please.) What do 
we mean by love? So often the word is used without the true meaning being searched for. 
I say to you, what is love? Do we speak of the all-consuming passion for each other? I 
think not; that is not what we try to teach you. So, what is this thing called love? It is 
being shown to you at this very moment in time. It is a tolerance, a great tolerance of 
other people’s minds, of their words, of their conditions. It is non-judgemental, that is 
what we mean when we speak of love for your brother man.  
Les: Yes, we understand. 
It does not mean that you carry on blindly, that you look only with partial vision at what 
surrounds you. Otherwise how can you deal with the evil within your world, if you were to 
do so? 
Les: It would be impossible, just as a love based on overwhelming passion would be 
impossible to sustain. 
It would die a certain death. 
Les: Indeed, it would. 
So, I would say to you all, firstly before you utter any words, to stop and think, because I 
have told you so many times now, that your thoughts are energy which go forward to 
create their own patterns. So, I say when you come to place judgement upon another, 
stop and think, send out those love vibrations as best you can, because you see you can 
only do so much whilst in this physical overcoat. 
Les: Yes, and unfortunately this sending out the thoughts of love sometimes is an extremely 
difficult thing for us to do, as you well know, though we may try to do it and wish to do it. 
You should not look upon love in the same way as a mother to a child, to a husband and a 
wife—that is not the love we speak of. These are emotional passions—you must search 
further, deep within your hearts, within that thinking part of you, which is your spirit—to 
recognise what is true love. 
Les: I think it is difficult to put it into words, as indeed it has to be an awareness of our 
spiritual self-reacting through the physical self of course. But to me it can only ever be an 
awareness, rather than a word experience.  
Yes, you are right, but being human as you all are, you rather like to place these thoughts 
these feelings, into little boxes. 
Les: Unfortunately, we do. 
I want to teach you to widen these areas of your thinking, to open up each of these boxes 
that you place so much into, to look for the wider scope on all issues, not (only?) love, but 
on many subjects. It will not be easy for you, but I am going to help you all, to try to 
achieve this. Open up your hearts and your minds to all things please. 
Les: Thank you for your help in this. 
If only you could see the emanations from your world at this time, you would be so 
surprised, it is something to be held onto—it shows it can be achieved, if you so desire. 
Les: But unfortunately, in our present state of living, those emanations don’t seem able to 
survive for long from us—the mundane things intervene again, the selfishness, the greed, 
the thoughtlessness. 
Take it one step at a time, it has to come. What do you say, you have a saying in your 

earthly life do you not, ‘From little acorns grow big trees.’ 

Les: Certainly, we have that yes. 
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So, you see, you have to begin somewhere. 
 
A communicator follows who beautifully describes that deeper spiritual love. 
 
Lilian: Good evening to you. 
I have waited many years for this opportunity to speak with you all in your tongue. I have 
walked with you also for many, many of your physical years, guiding each, guarding each, 
until all are together again. You have been told that all have been here before. You were 
not told that time would come for you all to sit together once more, because of the great 
love in true sense, which for short time is upon this Earth, I am able to be with you, 
otherwise not possible. I wish you to dwell on my colleague’s description of love. You do 
not know what love is, or can do, until it is part of your very being—a spiritual awareness 
that far outweighs any physical comprehension. You use the word in a sincere way, but 
without really being aware of all implications. The word has been brought down to low 
level of regard. When you speak of love in physical sense, it is fiction, it is attraction, it is 

passion, but it is not love. I ask you now to consider reason for all true love vibrations, 

which rise from your Earth at this particular time. Why is it so? Has it occurred to you that 
love which produces such wonderful energy beyond compare, is brought about by 
suffering, by loss, by agony, by anxiety, by traumas which you cannot imagine, if you have 
not yourself suffered such things. Think on that my friends, think on that. Love in the true 
sense, does not arise from well-being, from happiness, from freedom from want, from 
good health, from satisfaction of material needs, but from all things contrary to what you 
would consider to be the basics of love, do you understand me? 
(Affirmed)  
It is important for your development, that from this time, you think of how ‘True love’ 
begins, how it is nurtured, how it can relive in others. Do you understand this? (Some 
uncertainty expressed) Love is not easily attained, nor can it easily be given, it must be 
born from the lowest things, in order to become the GREATEST thing. If it were born from 
happiness, from ease of mind, from ease of heart, then its structure would be that much 
less. A diamond in your physical Earth, is formed from incalculable heat and pressure. It 
does not become a diamond in any other way and as that diamond is treasured and can 
give happiness in various ways, so can love born from adversity, become its own 
scintillating diamond for all mankind, do you understand? (Affirmed) Now, I say to you my 
long-time friends, think on what I have said. It is not easy to give True Love—‘TRUE LOVE’. 
It is easy to give what you now consider to be love, but we require of you all a greater 
understanding of real love, a greater desire to achieve that giving of perfect love, so that 

we can assist you in your forward path, is this clear? (Whispered agreement) Are you 

prepared to continue in your endeavours to achieve this? (Affirmed) That is good; then my 
years unseen by you, unaware by you, have not been wasted, I am pleased to know. And 
to our visitor here tonight, I say that you too will become aware of true love in the years to 
come. We shall now take you under our wing. You have learned enough since this person 
has taught, to understand that it can be done, is this clear?  
Madeleine: Yes it is. 
I shall not be able to speak with you again for many years, but that does not matter. In 
times of great joy and celebration, recall this time and remember your promise to try to 
understand the meaning and the origin of love. 
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God be with you all, my love to each and every one of you and my gratitude for your 
patience in listening. 
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Love and forgiveness 
 

We must love and forgive ourselves in order that we can love and forgive others. True 

forgiveness is an acceptance of love, of that Higher-Self within you. Salumet explains these 

concepts.  (21/10/96) 

 

I would like if you permit, to speak a little about forgiveness this time. 
Les: We would very much like you to. 
I have said to you, that it is important that you be non-judgemental to your fellow man. 
(Yes—) You must offer love to all; you must have forgiveness in your heart. But I want you 
to know and to understand that you must also forgive yourselves, because dear friends, 
without love and forgiveness of your own self, you cannot express these things to others. 
Les: Of course not. 
But most peoples on your Earth, seem to feel some shame in wanting this for themselves. 
I tell you, there is nothing to be ashamed of, because by creating these things in your own 
lives, you are also helping those others in whom you find problems and in whom you find 
it difficult to have compassion for. Do you dear friends, understand what I say to you? 
(general agreement) 
Les: Yes, we do. I think part of the trouble with us humans, is that we feel that to do as you 
say, 'forgive ourselves,' is a form of conceit. And I'm sure it troubles some people, to be able 
to strike a balance between that conceit and the necessity for doing as you say.  
Yes, I think we need to interpret the word 'forgiveness.' I think your earthly term usually 
means, ‘To put right what one has done wrong.’ But I do not mean it in that sense. 
Forgiving yourself, means expressing fully the love that is within your hearts. I know you 
seem puzzled by these words—let me try to explain a little to you. The love within each 
one of you, comes from that Higher Source, that part of you, you know as spirit—that all-
encompassing part of you, which is pure Love. You peoples on this Earth have only a spark 
of that Divine Love within you, so it is important that this be cultivated to its greatest 
extent, in order that you fully know and understand yourselves, whilst in these bodies. 
Only then can you accept and understand life's needs. By that, that is true forgiveness. 
True forgiveness is an acceptance, an acceptance of love of that Higher Self within you—
that is what I mean by forgiveness.  
Les: Yes, we shall have to think very carefully over your words. I do understand what you are 
telling us, but there is another factor which I'm sure occurs to us, if we are being honest 
with ourselves. Quite frequently—I quote an example: We do a charitable act, whether it be 
a physical act, or giving money, and I'm sure that others like myself have sometimes 
wondered at the motive behind our giving or doing. And it's difficult sometimes to accept 
that we are doing it, from love and forgiveness and not for furtherance of our own 
selfishness, in so doing. Do you understand? 
Yes, dear friend I understand fully, and I would have to say to you, that sometimes we do 
see that what would appear to be an act of generosity, is indeed an ego trip for that 
individual. 
Les: This is what worries people and has worried me in the past, I admit. 
That is why I have said to you in the past, that to gain knowledge and understanding as 
you do, as you grow spiritually, then the road becomes so much harder. Maybe not within 
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your physical lives, but spiritually, because you have the knowledge, you must be aware 
and be more careful of the deeds and the actions, which you do. But if you have any 
doubts of any action or any deed, in which you take part, then I say to you, stop and listen, 
because if there is doubt, then there has to be a reason for it. Remember power of your 
Thought; if the thought has come to you, then there is reasoning behind it. You 
understand? (Yes.) To give spontaneously, is the best way to give, because when there has 
been previous thinking about these gifts or deeds, then there is always the possibility, 
that the act is not genuine. You understand? 
Les: Yes, we do understand.  
I do not wish these words to seem hard, because after all, all acts of goodness, cannot be 
put to one side. If the person receiving takes the deed, or the money, or whatever you do 
with good heart, then of course something good has come from it. But I understand your 
concern; the concern is for the giver. And I have to say, too often, peoples when they 
come to our side of life, when they are faced with all their deeds upon this Earth, are 
shocked by their own motives. But I would say to you, do not be too concerned. To give is 
mainly an act of Love. You understand? (Quite!) I do not wish you to take these words as 
being harsh. 
Les: No of course we don't. No, we appreciate your concern, that we should be doing and 
thinking in the right way. 
It is harder when you do have knowledge, but any spontaneous act of help, or love, or 
forgiveness, can only be good. It has to come instantly from that heart, full of love. You 
understand? 
Les: Yes, I do. Following on that, I have in the past, spoken to people, who have said to me, ‘I 
wish so and so wouldn't give me so much, or do so much for me.’ And I had to explain to 
them, that they must permit the giving and permit the doing, in order to allow the giver to 
develop spiritually. 
Yes, I take your words, but I would say only this, that there needs to be a balance. The 
giver cannot push himself onto the taker, (in) the same way the taker cannot deny the 
giver. 
Les: It's a very delicate balance, isn't it?  
It is. Both must know and understand what each are about, to allow the full potential of 
the love to grow. You understand? 
Les: Yes, I do, it is a very difficult decision quite often. But as you say, spontaneity really is 
the only answer. 
Yes, I think you can all perhaps find times within your lives, when a spontaneous act of 
giving, of love, of a gentle word, has been accepted in the manner that you would wish. 
Even more so than these 'planned' acts of love, as you think they are, but are not always. I 
hope I have not caused you to be despondent, but I know I always seem to put down what 
you try to achieve, but my aim always is to try to teach you, in the ways of spirit. 
Les: Of course, we do accept and appreciate it and I'm sure none of us would ever think of 
criticising what you tell us, because we know it is for our own spiritual good. 
Yes, I would think—(amused/smiles) I would advise you not to criticise, because you see, 
we are coming back to that sense of forgiveness, for yourselves. You get my point? 
Les: Yes, I do. 
Yes, thank you. 
Les: We are grateful for all you tell us. We look forward to it. 
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Love is not ‘emotional’ as is often expressed by humans 
 

Pure love is the highest form of creative energy.  This teaching helps to iron out man’s 

misconception of the true meaning of love.  Les starts with a question that has been asked 

many, many times, probably by most people across the world when witness to a calamity of 

some kind. Why does a loving God allow this to happen? (18/11/96) 

 

Les: I have given a great deal of thought of course, as have my companions I know, to all 
that you have taught us, but I find it difficult, possibly because of my own lack of spiritual 
development, to reconcile the overall love of which you speak, and which of course, we 
accept, with the calamities which occur in some of Nature’s wildest times. It is very difficult 
to understand how an overall concept of love, which I know must exist within the universe 
and should exist within us, I cannot understand why that concept of love, does not operate 
to prevent some of these terrible calamities. You could say to me of course, that it’s man’s 
own decision, as you’ve said before, to choose his life, or that his free will, causes him to be 
in the wrong place, at the wrong time, and so cause him to die, in one of those cyclones, 
tornadoes, floods, whatever. Am I wrong in thinking that love could have prevented some of 
those calamities? 
I understand your question dear friend. Let me say this to you: 
Let us first analyse what you mean by the word ‘Love.’ I do think the human concept of 
Love, if you may forgive my saying so, is entirely wrong. What is Love but the very highest 
form of energy—creative energy, which is the whole pulse, the whole being, of your 
existence. Let me say, your ideal of human love, is not the true meaning of Love from our 
world. We must clear that here and now, you understand what I am leading to? 
Les: I do quite understand, and we are grateful to you, for the description and the clarifying.  
When you human beings speak about Love, you speak of emotion, emotion that belongs 
to humankind. Of course, you will say there is love between the animal kingdoms and 
mankind. Of course, I would agree to some extent, but Love is not how you should express 
it. Rather the word, ‘gentleness,’ would be a better one. When you speak of love in 
nature, you are speaking about an entirely different subject from human love. You cannot 
group all things under one title of Love. Love in your terms is an emotion. Do you follow 
me so far? 
Les: Absolutely, it is definitely an emotion, a very high-powered emotion, but nevertheless 
we would agree, an emotion. 
When you speak of spiritual love, you speak of that higher vibration that is your very 
being, that from which you come. Love in the spiritual sense is all things, all goodness. It 
encompasses all, ALL of the cosmos, not only mankind and his world. You understand? 
Les: Yes, we do thank you. 
Therefore, I would say to you, Love is not only goodness, Love is all of existence in its 
many forms. We have spoken a little on energy and we must touch upon it now. To have 
the balance, you must have positive and you must have negative energies. Are you 
beginning to follow me? 
Les: Yes, everybody clear so far? (general agreement)  
Therefore, when you speak of calamities upon your earthly world, we are speaking about 
negative energy. I want you all to try to understand all of your lives, as a spiritual, a 
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SPIRITUAL happening, not one in the physical sense. If you can take each problem, no 
matter what it is, take each problem and analyse it spiritually, you will get a better 
answer. 
Les: I see yes, I must admit I hadn’t thought of it in that way. 
Sallie: May I ask you something? With disasters and chaos, if I understand correctly, it’s to 
do with negative energy. Are we therefore in some way responsible for creating that 
scenario, with our own negativity? 
We have touched also upon that subject and always I have told you, the Power of 
Thought, is responsible for negative thoughts, therefore it is in part, and I say part, partly 
responsible for some of your earthly calamities; yes, I would agree with you. 
Les: That’s an entirely new outlook, which we shall have to keep in mind. 
Yes, you have to look at life’s problems in the wider sense. You cannot channel one 
problem and say it is because of a lack of love or whatever term you wish to use. You will 
never find your answers that way. 
Les: No, I’ve probably been looking for an easy answer. 
Yes, you have to understand that the whole of your planet is energy in many forms. We 
have to return to this subject, but I do not feel that at this time, all of you are ready to 
fully understand my words. So, we will touch upon it, as we have this time and hopefully, 
we can give you a little more understanding, as time continues. Is that helpful to you? 
(general agreement + thanks)  
Try to see all that happens upon your planet, as not good and bad in the sense you 
understand, but in (terms of) energies, which have always been and energies which are 
being misused by man sometimes. You have to see the wider sphere of it all. 
Les: Yes, it’s going to be difficult, but we do follow what you say. 
Yes, I hope I have clarified it a little for you. I know it is difficult, but you have to begin to 
accept, that the word you use as Love, is only an emotion. It is not a spiritual word in that 
sense. 
Les: True. It certainly does give us a great deal of food for thought. 
I know you have had many instances of that. Are there questions? 
Les: So, it would mean then, that if there is a calamity, we must dispense with the word, 
‘lack of love,’ in that involvement. It would seem, it comes to another question, that those 
who suffer, because of that calamity, whatever it might be, chose to be there at that 
particular time, as they chose their life upon this Earth. Or is that a too broad a concept? 
You cannot dear friend, make all of life to be either black or white, there is more than 
that. Of course there will be those instances, when the soul is fully aware of the life in 
front of it and will be aware that the passing of the earthly life, will be involved in how 
you would term a calamity, but to the soul, is the opportunity for its growth. So, you see, 
what you sometimes term a calamity, is nothing more than opportunity. I know these 
words seem harsh to you, but in the wider scope of life, it is not.  
 

Forgiveness 
 

Salumet returns to the subject of forgiving.  To forgive oneself, there needs to be the 

awareness and recognition, of who and what we are.  This is because when you feel the 

need to forgive another, what you are actually looking at is an aspect of yourself that you 
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cannot come to terms with.  When we are truly beacons of light – all loving – then we will 

not feel the need to forgive. (9/12/96) 

 

I wish to say to you this time, a few words about forgiveness. We have spoken briefly 
about this before, but I feel that you did not fully understand what I was trying to tell you. 
Les: That was when you spoke about forgiving ourselves, also? 
Yes, I know that for some, these words are difficult to interpret, because you say of course 
I can forgive others. What is forgiving oneself? To forgive oneself, there needs to be the 
awareness and recognition, of who and what you are. Without this, you cannot learn the 
discipline of forgiveness. Forgiveness, is that awareness of self, it is the wisdom of 
knowledge, it is the seeking of the spiritual aspect of oneself. And only when these things 
come together, will you know true forgiveness of the self. Only then dear friends, will you 
begin to understand what it is to forgive another human being, because when you feel the 
necessity to forgive another, what you see before you, is a fault that lies within your 
spiritual being—an aspect of yourself, which you cannot come to terms with. That is why I 
say, the awareness of your own being, is so important. Do you understand dear friends? 
(general agreement)  
When you feel the need for forgiveness to another, firstly look within. You understand, I 
hope? (general agreement) If you do not, please let us clarify it now.  
Mark: So, we look within ourselves, when we need to forgive somebody—we're looking to 
see if we’ve done something similar, are we? Or that we can do something similar?  
You need to look within, to find the reason why it disturbs you so, that you need to 
forgive another for it. You understand? (Yes.) 
Sarah: Surely there will be times when you need to forgive and in fact if you’ve looked inside 
yourself and maybe can’t find the answer, then maybe it is the other person, that you really 
do need to forgive, is that right? (No.) 
Sarah: No? 
No, no, you must always look within, because in true forgiveness, you understand, you are 
aware of all. In fully understanding yourself, then there is no need for your human 
forgiveness of another. Is that clear to you? 
Sarah: Yes, thank you. 
Sallie: Excuse me, when you’re learning to forgive, how should we look at criticism of 
ourselves? 
Yes, if you find criticism to be too harsh, if you react badly to it, then again I say look 
within, because what you present to the world as your ‘outer face’ may I say, is how 
people will understand you. You give out the vibrations of what you are, to others. You 
understand? (Yes.) Always dear friends, become more aware of your own spiritual needs 
and always you will find, the answers to all questions and problems, will become fully 
known to you. It is not difficult, once you realise that all that you present to this world, 
comes from within. Remember what I taught you earlier, all is cause and effect—what you 
give out, rebounds back to you. So, if you are offended, or you find it necessary in your 
earthly terms, to forgive another, then I say to you dear friends, the fault lies within 
yourself. Can you understand? (general agreement) You do—I think therefore, we need 
not return to this subject. Are you all now happy with forgiveness, as I teach it to you? 
Les: Everybody happy? (general agreement) Nobody is not happy? 
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George: I think I can visualise an extreme, where if we are all beacons of love, then we will 
only receive love back. 
Yes, there will be no need for forgiveness, you understand? 
Les: Quite, that is the essence of it, isn’t it? So there should be no need. 

Yes, if you are pure Love, then what you perceive from others, will also be Love. That is 

the very essence of all being; Love is the most important thing you will ever hold dear to 
you.  
Les: Yes I think some of us possibly, not necessarily in this room, but some of mankind, has 
still to understand the sort of love of which you speak. 
It is not easy to achieve whilst you tread this Earth, but I would say to you, it should be 
something within your sight, it should be something, that all of you work toward. It—if 
you like, and I may use one of your earthly terms, it should be your goal in life. You 
understand? (general agreement)  
Les: I think we’re all striving towards that and I think we all are pretty sure that we’re not 
going to achieve it in this life, however much we may try. 
No, but your understanding and your awareness will grow and will shine forth, to the very 
best of your ability, if you are aware of what you are trying to achieve. 
Les: Yes, that would confirm something that was said a long time ago in this room—I forget 
the details, they don’t matter, but often the effort to achieve something, is more worthy of 
consideration, (Yes.) than the achieving itself. 
We know that you cannot achieve what is in fact spiritual natures, whilst clothed in these 
bodies. But what you can achieve, is the knowledge and awareness and the trying to 
achieve; that dear friends would earn you shall I say, many good points. You understand? 
(general agreement)  
Think of yourselves as children in the classroom—those who try, earn themselves merit; 
those who know what to do and yet decline to try, earn no merits at all. You see what I try 
to say to you, it is the trying and the awareness and the seeking out of that spiritual part 
of yourself, which is important. You may have the knowledge, all of you, but with your 
freewill again, you can either go forward, or you can stand still.  
Les: Yes, I recall what you said to us quite a time ago, that we do have a great responsibility. 
Responsibility, once you have the knowledge, becomes greater, because to have the 
knowledge and do nothing with it, is foolish to say the least. To have the knowledge and 
stand still, can if I might say so, become a burden to you, when you pass to our side of life, 
and to this end you must avoid standing still. Dear friends you have the opportunity, you 
have the growth and awareness, you have the knowledge, you have the Love; you have 
the friendship of each other. So, you see, there should be no reason why each one of you 
should not go forward, in your own individual development of spirit. (Quite!) 
 

Bonniol on War 
 

Bonniol has made many communications from Planet Aarah using mind-projection.  When 

asked about wars, Bonniol’s reply was very simple: 

Bonniol: There is enough love from the majority of us to not allow war. 
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We know that one day, probably in the distant future, that this will be the case here too.  

When there is a critical mass of love energy in a situation, it is no longer possible for one to 

raise a hand to strike another.  We have much to look forward to. 

 

What can be achieved through the power of love 
 

At the start of the meeting, Les gave the group some good news concerning a family 
member in Canada, who had been badly injured. This provided more evidence and an 
excellent example for us all, concerning the POWER OF THOUGHT. (10/11/97) 
 
Les: Before we start, remember two or three weeks ago I asked you to give healing thoughts 
to a young boy? (General agreement) I had a phone call from Canada yesterday saying he is 
making such remarkable progress, the doctors and surgeons cannot understand it. (delight 
expressed by sitters) 
Mark: So, the damage won’t be as bad as they had thought? 
Les: Not as bad and she said they were really astonished at his progress — so I’ve done 
some new slips, with the hospital address and the ward, if you’ll take a slip when you go 
please and continue the healing thoughts for him please, thank you. (General agreement + 
thanks) 
Good evening. (General welcomes) 

Let us join this time, in thanks to the Great Creative Force, for love which binds 
us all. We ask for ever-increasing consciousness of Spirit, that we may in the 
spiral of life, continue in knowledge, wisdom and love, in order that we as 
loving channels go forth and create that light of attraction, that brings to each 
one, individuals in need of help and your love. We ask thanks for our daily 
living, that we as sparks of your eternal Love, may continue to go forth in truth, 
in light and in ever-increasing love, for all of mankind. 
Les: Amen. Thank you very much. 
My dear friends, this time, I came to you on a wave of much love and gratitude. Are you 
now prepared to believe the power of your love, how that combined love can be utilised 
for good?  
Les: Yes we are indeed, I take it you refer to my message before we began? 
I do. 
Les: Yes and we are grateful for all the love that has been sent from those in your world. 
But my friends, it is not unusual. I wish you to know that all of you have the capacity of 
much love, to use with the power of your thoughts. After all, the power of your love can 
transcend all of life’s problems. I hope that now, you are beginning to understand what 
vessels you are, what vessels of love and truth you have become. And in using such love, 
you are ever-increasing your own consciousness and (in) increasing your consciousness, 
thereby you exude more love. It is a never-ending trail towards perfection.  
Les: Yes, it would certainly seem to aim at, and it is an object lesson to us all here. If any of 
us had a doubt, I think it’s dispelled now.  
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There will come to you, many opportunities to send forth such love, not only from each 
individual, but as a concerted effort of love, by many. Not only here, but from many of 
other worlds.  
Les: We’re very happy to do that and we look forward to the opportunities that we can 
have, to help others in that way. 
Do you not see dear friends, that in giving, you are receiving; in receiving, you are giving? 
Do you understand? 
Les: Yes we do, each feeds on the other, doesn’t it and each enhances the other. 
Yes we have discussed recently, a little about looking at others and I would wish you to 
know that in giving, you are indeed receiving, much, much more. 
Les: Thank you   
 

Compassion is not the same as emotional love 
 

Emotional love stems from physical attraction, whereas compassion is an expression of 

spiritual love.  Salumet reminds that we must know ourselves.  Before we give of ourselves, 

we must recognise ourselves.  (17/7/00) 

 

George: It was 11 years ago that I sat on the steps of a Mayan Sun Temple looking at the 
stars and contemplating the universe and its construction, and a message came to me from 
the collective consciousness or somewhere which said that this is all very well, you consider 
the universe as did Newton and Einstein, but the greatest thing in all the universe is Love, 
and it wasn’t until your recent teaching about the creation, that I realised the full depth of 
that message. (Yes.) Thank you for that and I guess that is your way of teaching to increase 
the depth of understanding all the time. 
I believe, my dear friend, that I have said to you that if we—those of us who come to help 
you—can reach but one human being, then our work has to be blessed. Yes, indeed, to 
have that knowledge come to you is indeed what we try to achieve. Of course, we could 
use spiritual powers to bombard each of you with the knowledge, but that would be 
fruitless. After all, each individual Spirit has to find the realization that emotion which 
each of you has in order that you can accept and fulfil the teaching of the universe which 
is indeed such a small word within your vocabulary, the word of course is love. If you have 
found that realization, my dear friend, then I can only say to you that you can only but go 
forward. (Thank you.) 
Lilian: Would I be right in thinking that the love in the physical sense as we know it, we really 
can’t imagine what it is like at this time, it must be so much more.  
Yes, you as human beings generally speak of emotional love, which mainly belongs to the 
physical. Spiritual love exists on a higher level. Of course that has to be, but that is not to 
say that you cannot experience spiritual love whilst in the physical garb. Of course you can 
and that is what my dear friend the gentleman has said, that his realization has now been 
reached. I could continue to say for many, many of your earthly years of what you should 
be striving towards, but ultimately that treasure belongs to you and it must be sought 
after. Do you understand? (Yes.) I cannot place before you that experience. Are you clear 
on this point my dear friends? (Yes.) 
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Sara: Is the compassion that we feel for others which enables us to feel spiritual love for all 
people?  
Yes, compassion is a much better word to use in your world than the words emotional 
love. Emotional love begins with physical attraction, but compassion for mankind stems 
from spiritual love. Yes, you are correct. 
Sara: And when we reach this state of being able to feel compassion for many, many people 
if not all people, is it that the heart chakra expands, is it felt in that way, very much in the 
heart? 
I would say to you, if you have that awareness, yes that is what happens, but mainly most 
people are not even aware of that. It is part of the being that shines forth. You may speak 
of chakras if you like, after all, the Spirit body is light, therefore if any part of the Spirit 
grows and expands, therefore does the light shine more brightly. But, yes, you are correct. 
The struggle of course in recognizing compassion is the struggle against the physical living, 
when compassion can be forgotten all too easily. But, may I say to you kindly and to each 
one of you, that before you can expand compassion to any other being, you must first of 
all recognize it within yourself. Do you understand? (Yes.) To give compassion, you must 
accept compassion. Do you understand? (Yes.) Before you can give of yourself, you must 
recognize yourself. You understand? 
Sara: So, we see ourselves as equal?  
Not equal, but you must recognize who and what you are, before you can give of 
yourselves, yes. 
Lilian: Any more Sara?  
Sara: I was just thinking about the last thing that Salumet said about recognising who and 
what you are. I’m wondering in what sense. 
I know what you are saying. First and foremost, you must recognize yourself as Spirit. 
Once that recognition is to the fore, then all physical aspects of your life become placed in 
the correct order. Your physical lives then become much easier for you, because you have 
recognized the Spirit. And, after all, when the physical garb has diminished then what 
exists but the Spirit, and the Spirit should know only love. 
Sara: So, when we live more to the dictate of our Spirit and we follow really what our Spirit 
tells us in terms of how we live each day, the difficult details that we sometimes struggle 
with are seen as very unimportant. 
Very insignificant. They will find their place against spiritual knowledge, yes. If only 
human beings could know and understand that they create so many of their own 
problems, not only for themselves, but for those who surround them. Remember, what 
you give you receive. Those are simple words, but they are truth. Try always to remember, 
I have said but I will repeat, that each one of you, what you have in this lifetime is what 
you have achieved. Do you understand? Therefore, if your life is difficult, then look within 
to see what needs to be changed. I know this is a difficult concept for many to accept, but 
I do urge you to accept it and know that through that knowledge you can become much 
better human beings. If you find fault with another, then look for that fault within 
yourself. 
Lilian: I’m sure we all do try—not easy sometimes. 
 But that, if I might add kindly, is a failing of the human being. That yes, you say, ‘I will 
try’—you may try for such a short period of your time and then it is all forgotten. With 
spiritual understanding, nothing is forgotten. So, I say to you once more, seek always, 
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strive always to recognize that true self. That my dear friends is what you need to try to 
achieve.  
 

 

 

Love conquers all 
 

Salumet gives this important message in response to the global fear generated by the Twin 

Towers tragedy. We are reminded that we must try to project love to the world, and 

especially the perpetrators at times like this, to restore balance and help offset fear.  

Salumet also hints at deeper matters such as the vibration of negativity not being all bad 

because it is actually part of existence.  And a big welcome to the cat who joined the 

evening! (1/10/01) 
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What I wish to say to you this time is that on your Earth plane there is much fear. We 
spoke last time about this. You know full well that mankind will not destroy this planet, 
but it does not stop the fear growing amongst mankind, who are without the knowledge 
that each one of you has. What I would say to you is this: that the time has come for you 
my friends, to show by example the way to live your lives, to show to those people 
without love in their hearts, with fear, with so much darkness within, that there are lights 
in your world who can create much good and much love. But we hear you say, ‘what can 
we do?’ I say this to you, there is much you can do. No matter how much I have told you, 
no matter how much you have felt within these walls, there is still a little doubt and a 
little fear. You may not acknowledge that this is so, but remember those of us in our 
world can see your true colours. I say this to you, my dear friends, be not afraid. What you 
can do for others is to show your strength of love, of hope, of joy of living and growing 
spirituality. This at this present time, my dear friends, is your gift to humanity. I will stop 
for a moment. (A cat entered the room and started meowing.) I will say, all are welcome, 
but as yet I have not brought together the animal kingdom! (chuckles) But they are an 
example of love that can be given, I know you understand. But let me continue with what 
I was saying to you. In your thoughts of good for healing, the light that you give out is 
strong, it is good, it is received. I know all of you truly feel this, because it is so. What you 
can achieve at this present time in your planet’s evolution is to surround it with love. It is 
imperative that each one of you gives of your thinking, not your time, your thinking, to 
promote your love within this planet in order to dispel negativity, which is being created 
at this very moment. Do you understand my dear friends what I am saying to you? 
George:  I think you are indicating love in its various aspects of talking to people in terms of 
prayer, in terms of meditation... 
Not only that, but by terms of example of your own attitudes to living, because people on 
your Earth learn from example. It is a primitive form of learning, but it is so, and each one 
in your own individual ways can achieve this. I know that each one has problems, but they 
are minor in comparison to the whole. Please try to keep this to the forefront of your 
minds. But your love, my friends—it is needed at this time, not only for your immediate 
communities, for those people who you come into contact with, but for all mankind, 
because, as I have told you in the past, like attracts like and so it applies to negative 
vibrations. That is why you must help us from our world dispel this, to bring about the 
vibration of love.  It seems a simple task, does it not, but I can tell you this is no simple 
task. It needs your dedication, it needs your own self-approval, it needs joint effort, it 
needs the band of love which cannot be broken.  That is all I wish to say to you this time. I 
know my friends you will endeavour to create that love vibration wherever you may go. 
You are now strong enough, uplifted enough, clear-seeing enough to achieve what you 
will. Do you have any questions for me?  
George:  Going on from the destruction of the World Trade Building, and bearing in mind 
your teaching to us tonight, it appears to me that much good can come of this sad time. It is 
a time for perhaps the western world to rethink its standards and its way forward. In our 
various ways we have probably contributed to this situation. I take your point about not 
being fearful and this again is a good test and it is important that we go forward without 
fear, with love instead. As it has been such a traumatic happening, it is perhaps a good time 
for us to pause and think, and out of this I believe much good could come. Do you agree 
with that? 
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Yes. I would say this to you: Let us not speak of division within your world, let us not 
speak of western civilization, eastern civilization, let us speak of the world as a whole. 
What I would say to you my dear friends is this. You view this planet as part of your own 
evolution, you view this planet as being your whole existence for this lifetime, what you 
can achieve, and do not doubt it. Do not separate good and bad; remember that all 
belongs to the same—that is important. What you can do and what you must understand 
is that karmic debts can be dissolved. Remember not only do karmic debts belong to 
humankind, but also to the lands without your world. I say to you, you need to see the 
wider scheme of life for your understanding to be greater. I can tell you that this is a 
karmic debt, but you will not understand this unless you look at the wider scheme of life. 
The positive, the negative—remember all belong to the same vibration. Try my friends to 
see with spiritual eyes and of course if you ask me the question, is there good coming 
from what you call evil, then of course there must be, because there always has to be 
balance, but that is why it is imperative for you to use that love which you have, to keep 
that balance. And, yes, many of your countries in the world at this present time have 
joined together for what they call ‘good’, but of course they have not always been fair, in 
the eyes of this, our world. Do you understand? (affirmations) 
George:  I think we have all had inner feelings that part of the direction of the way that we 
have been going has been questionable. We have all had these inner doubts, I think, and it is 
not difficult for us to see the karmic direction. 
Yes, I would say, if you have these inner doubts, then please to listen, listen to what is 
being said to you, because that is the spiritual aspect of yourself which is speaking to you. 
I know it is always difficult when we speak of good and bad, positive and negative and all 
of these things, but until you reach that understanding of clear seeing, of further vision, of 
being part of the whole cosmos as opposed to part of this planet, you will always struggle 
with what is truth. Do you understand? (affirmations) 
George:  I think you have talked to us in the past about light and dark energy and I think we 
can see very clearly today how these are connected. 
I know it is not easy, but if I keep reminding you then it will become clearer for you. I hope 
that has helped you. 
Sarah:  My son was saying, if you have good and bad—I was explaining to him that 
everything was balanced—you cannot have one without the other—if we are working 
towards a perfect world where everybody has love, the opposite of love is hate, then where 
does the hate go? Is it all combined in love? I think that is perhaps the answer, but could 
you just give me an answer for him? 
It would be dissipated into positive energy. Let me say this to you, again you have to look 
at it from the wider view. You have to think of all existence and not this one tiny speck of 
a planet. You must remember that you are but one drop in the ocean. There always will 
be positive and negative energy. Because you have the balance, you should not always 
assume that throughout all of existence that negativity as a vibration is bad—it is not, it is 
part of existence. We are coming to deep matters here, matters which you are not ready 
to understand, but I would say with this young man to continue to think the way he does. 
He has an intelligence of life which may surprise you. Always to question even if he does 
not find what he considers, and I say he considers, to be the correct answer. 
Sarah: Yes, he does surprise me with some of the things he comes out with. 
He will because he is a soul who is seeking. We will see him here, but not just yet. I hope it 
helps, but whatever you say to him, he will not fully understand at this present time. It is 
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not something that is easily explained to you, because the understanding for you at this 
moment is not great enough. He must look beyond physical living, he must look beyond 
planets, he must look towards existing. All is energy my friends, all vibration is energy. 
When you become integrated into that love energy, you do not make separations, you 
just are. 
Lilian: This may seem a strange and simple question, but would the cat that has just walked 
in, would it be attracted to a light as well as the human beings? 
All animals have a vision that mostly human beings have lost, and yes, they are more 
sensitive to vibration than mankind. The animal kingdom still relies most strongly upon 
their senses. It is something you human beings could learn much from. I would say to you 
that the creature is a little insecure. The little creature seeks much. (Salumet’s voice 
started to fade away.) Speak to the creature mentally. I will leave you this time, because 
the instrument I am using (Eileen) is becoming a little depleted. Know always we are with 
you. (thanks, and farewells) 
 

An exercise in ‘being’ love 
 

Lillian shared this moment with the group. (7/2/05) 

 

Lilian: Could you explain—we were talking about love—it’s quite a few years ago now and 
before you came with your teaching, definitely. I was sat quietly and I just felt a love for 
everyone I thought of, be it family or whoever. It was a strange feeling, I remember 
mentioning it to Leslie (our meetings were held at Leslie Bone’s house before he passed on to 
Spirit) and he said to his wife, ‘She’s had that feeling.’ Can you explain what it was? 
I will say it to you in simple language that what you were feeling, the feeling of what you 
call ‘love’, became reality and you were ‘love’, the true essence of love. 
Lilian: It was a beautiful feeling. 
That is all it was, but for you human beings they are moments that you remember when 
your connection to all that is great and good is ‘joined’, if you like. To put it more simply, 
you actually are living that reality; then your own being shines as love. After all you are 
Spirit each one of you and Spirit is Love. (thanks, expressed) 
 

A royal wedding born out of love 
 

In the minds of those who exercised physical thinking, this royal wedding was controversial.  

However, spirit world expresses a very different view. (21/3/05) 

 

George: There is another question. You have spoken to us before about marriage and I have 
always felt myself that marriage is purely a state of two minds and it really doesn’t matter 
about pieces of paper, certificates and things. There are within our society connections to 
the church and to the state and these are highlighted at the present time by the 
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forthcoming marriage of our Prince Charles and Camilla Parker-Bowles. Theirs is a proposed 
marriage that has its connections to the state and church, and it is a highly controversial 
matter within the realm, and I was just wondering if you could help clarify by giving us your 
views on those connections in this particular matter that is very topical. 
Yes, of course, each individual abides by the laws of their lands and that is part of earthly 
living that each one takes part and believes in the laws of the land. From a spiritual 
standpoint, the meeting of two hearts and minds will always unite people together and 
this happens in your world, whether it be male and female, two males or two females; 
you all know and recognize that these bonds take place. From the spiritual view, where 
there is love there can be no wrong, therefore if two individuals feel that their hearts and 
their minds can be unified, then they will surmount all problems facing them for this 
union to take place. You speak of a prince in your world, but to us he is one being. The 
lady is one being—two Spirits who wish to join with their hearts and minds whilst on this 
Earth. Therefore, from our standpoint my dear friend, love will surpass all other emotions.  
George: Including state connections no doubt! 
All physical obstacles will not stop that reunion. 
Sara: And in any case, forgiveness is important. 
Forgiveness? 
Sara: The reason why some of the approval is being withdrawn is related to the past that is 
not relevant now.  
If only all people could rise above their physical thinking and look upon each event as a 
spiritual event, then the attitudes in all of your planet would be so much different. We 
know and understand but the majority of your population is yet to reach that point of 
understanding. Therefore, no matter what, these two people if they truly feel great love 
for one another, will come together and if it is their chosen pathway, then doubly so. I 
hope that answers your question. 
George: Thank you, it’s so refreshing to have a proper answer to that question compared to 
the newspaper headlines that leave much to be desired. 
 

Optimism is important: from optimism grows love 
 

Despite the threat of global recession, the group recognises that there is cause for optimism 

in the bigger picture. (3/11/08) 

 

On this occasion, following our healing prayers, there was talk of World Change. That the US 
electorate have voted for a non-white president offering new ideology, signals widespread 
change and follows the earlier rationalisation of racial unity in South Africa. Equally, the 
world’s deteriorating financial systems with large industrial blocs heading into recession, 
signals a turning point and our planet’s move away from excessive materialism. The changes 
are welcomed and understood by many and our group recognises that all is very much in 
accord with communications received from both Salumet and others. 
 

George: I think I felt their energy; there seems to be very good energy here tonight. 
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Yes. I withheld speaking to you in order for others to listen. It is interesting for those in 
our world to listen to discussions and debates about your world, how you view the people 
within your world and how those of us in the world of spirit view the same things in a 
slightly different way. Nevertheless, what comes from your conversation is that one word 
‘love’. This, my dear friends, shows how you have grown, that each one of you may have 
differing opinions, but at the end all agree on one thing and that is the distribution of love 
in your world. There are those, my dear friends, who stand by each one of you, who are 
attracted by your words, who also, I hasten to add, will try to influence you in the way you 
look and feel about your planet Earth. All of those here this evening are most interested in 
the development of your world and have decided this evening that they will come close to 
you and help to focus on your opinions; and it would indeed be most interesting to see 
how your opinions form as you grow older and your world becomes wiser. I hope each 
one of you will accept the help of those who stand with you this time. 
George: Yes, I’m sure we would very much appreciate that and I’m sure we all feel that it’s a 
very interesting world at the present time and there are many signs of change, and we are 
optimistic that these changes will lead to a better Earth. 
Yes. Optimism is important: from optimism grows love. It is most important that each one 
of you, not only in thinking about your Earth but also in your daily lives, in your home life, 
in your work life, that love in some form is cultivated well. I hope that I do not overwhelm 
you at times by stressing how important love is, not only for each other, not only for this 
planet, not only for this universe, but for all of creation, because without it there would 
be no planet, no universes, no peoples; and for a word that you use so seldomly in 
everyday living it is important that you learn to express love in many ways. People on 
Earth do not always recognize what we mean by love. It is not the romantic notion that 
Earth people have of love, but of that innate knowing that comes from spirit, because, you 
see, initially you come from all-encompassing love. I will leave you to consider what love 
means to you as individuals and for this time, my dear friends, I would ask you to continue 
with your discussions, but also to become more aware of those who stand by you this 
evening and to feel their considerable love for each one of you. 
George: Yes, it feels rather like a ‘cosy mist’ encompassing all. That’s just the mental picture 
that I have. 
Rod: I find there are days, Salumet, when you meet a load of ‘doom and gloom’ guys and 
women and they take some getting used you—you walk away and think that you’ve lost 
that one and there seem to be so many of them. But if I’m wrong—I hope I’m wrong, 
because it would be nice to get someone bright who you can bounce off easily. But there 
are a number around, quite a number around who see everything as black and they can’t 
see any good. Am I mixing with the wrong people, or what? 

You my dear friend are seeking. You cannot change others, but what you can achieve is to 
shine your own spiritual light more brightly so that when you leave these people that you 
speak of, they are the ones who go and say ‘I feel much better for having spoken to that 
gentleman’. So you give rather than take their energy. You will always have negative 
people and I am sure you can all speak of peoples who make you feel that way, but you 
have to become stronger spiritually to lighten that darkness in other’s lives. That is all you 
can do. But do not dwell on anyone else’s negative aspects; you leave it behind and send 
love to them. 
George: The mental picture that I have relates to the Peter Pan story and there’s this fairy 
that sprinkles a little stardust everywhere. It doesn’t matter that she’s moved on—and the 
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people that she’s been with, they’re just left with that little bit of stardust, which will have 
some effect eventually. 
Rod: I can see that, yes. 
Yes. I always feel amused by your analogies my dear friend.  
(Chuckles)  
Rod: I think he thinks I’m going to be a fairy, Salumet, waving a wand. 
It could be arranged! 

(Laughter) 
Of course. I am having what you call ‘fun’ with you, but you understand what I am saying 
to you. 
Rod: Yes, you have to have laughter. 
Laughter is part of the spiritual aspect of your beings—yes. But, as always, you need to 
recognize dark times, to recognize the light, so it is not always a negative thing to 
experience some negativity, because in recognizing you can then make change. Yes. 
Rod: I see. 
If all was goodness and light, there would be no reason for us to come to this planet, 
because this planet would have no use, if all was love and brightness. You understand? 

Rod: Yes.  
Thank you. 
Rod: I did look at a baby ... we had a little baby with us yesterday, well what was the baby—
six months old—and I thought nine and six—fifteen months ago, that little spirit was up with 
you. And you can see in that child, it is so beautifully new, the spirit is so new, it’s lovely. 
And I thought of the sadness of the persons who knew that spirit and is left up with you. It 
was very nice of them to let us have that spirit. 
The spirit is not new, only the earth being is new; it may be that the spirit is much older 
than you would imagine. But all who come to have this earthly cloak have chosen to do 
so, so do not be too sad for the spirit or spirits in our world ‘left behind’ as you say—they 
will be glad that the spirit has decided to come to this earth for whatever reason; but they 
will be even happier when that spirit returns home. 
Jan: I’m looking forward to meeting the spirit that’s returning to us via Richard and Anna 
(yes)—we’re really excited about that. 
Yes. Remember, any spirit who decides to return for whatever reason, will be known to all 
of you within that family group and even further afield of the family group. 
Jan: Yes, I had an innate feeling that that would be so, and so has Richard. 
Yes. It is impossible almost to not know and recognize the spirit that comes to a family, 
because you have been united in many ways, through many lives, although it may be in 
different formats such as mothers, brothers, sisters—no matter what, the spirit itself is 
recognizable. You understand? 

Jan: I very much do. I’d like to share with the group—as the group knows, Richard and I 
were with each other in some format as Salumet has described before... 
Yes. 
Jan: ...what we were is of no importance to us. But when Richard was born, I looked into his 
eyes and I said outwardly, ‘I know you!’ and the family around me thought I’d gone a little 
bit ‘cuckoo’. But I just knew that I knew this spirit. I have no idea why I knew, but I knew I 
knew him. 
Yes. And you all have that knowledge, but it is just that as you come to the earth plane in 
human garb, most memory is erased—but some do remember, yes. 
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Jan: Thank you for letting me share that. 
Rod: I’m going to be a bit rude here, Salumet, so please forgive me. We’ve got a good sense 
of humour here on earth in the main, haven’t we? Where you are in spirit, you are way, way 
up there, I guess, have they got a good sense of humour as well, all your friends up there, 
your peers? 

Because you pass to spirit, does not immediately make you change. As you are here, so 
you become in our world, but if you are speaking of conditions from which I come … 

Rod: I am. 
…you are speaking of something entirely different and humour as you would know it is 
not necessarily present at that stage of development, if you like. 
Rod: Thank you. 
[Salumet’s domain is deeper spirit, beyond Astral Planes, beyond form. Unless otherwise 
made clear, Salumet’s references to spirit concern that deeper purer spirit. Humour is a 
quality that relates in the main to Earth and Earth’s Astral Planes and perhaps the lower 
spirit realms.] 
Lilian: In fact the emotions that we have now, whatever they be, are lost along the way 
through other things, I take it? 

Gradually they are not needed. It is difficult to explain because you have nothing on this 
earth planet to compare it with. Therefore, to try to describe it for you is difficult. It is a 
state of being where there is complete love, harmony, unity, call it what you will, it is a 
state of being. It is not something you will understand. 
Rod: But a great deal of happiness... 
But for much of your time in spirit, there is humour—of course there is, you do not change 
so much—and, after all, if you are to pass through the realms of spirit to go beyond 
humour and love and laughter, you have to develop to a very great degree. I hope that 
has helped you. 
Rod: Yes. 
George: Yes. I think that may be understood slightly better in the ancient Indian way of 
thinking—rather more understanding than here in the West. I think they have a number of 
words for these much higher states... 
Yes. All ancient civilizations, as I have previously told you, were much more aware of their 
own spirit and I have told you much of it has been lost, but I would agree that those 
people who you say live in the Eastern part of your world—although to me your world is 
one unit—they do seem to have survived the use of deep meditative practises, which 
enables them to be more spiritually aware. 
Rod: These are people like in Tibet—that kind of person. 
More so, but it is available to you all. 
George: Yes, and we have spoken in the past of scientific remote viewing and I noticed only 
today that there is a report on that subject that comes to us from India and within that 
report there is reference to Indian spiritual tradition being in keeping with the ability to 
scientifically remote view in that way, which is really a form of mind projection, I believe. 
Yes. Again, as I have said to you previously, all of these things are available to anyone who 
wishes to develop their own spiritual senses, but in the past, these what you call ‘remote 
viewing’, have been misused, but mankind, as always, recognizes when these things 
should be used more wisely and that is being recognized. 
George: Yes, and the report from India … their usage concerns anti-terrorist work, which I 
think is reasonably understandable. 
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All what you call ‘gifts of the spirit’ are meant to be used for the benefit of mankind—not 
to hurt one another. And it has been used in this way in past times, but that is part of our 
coming to you at this time, to influence all of man for good, for love; again that word 
‘love’ is so important—and if it is being used as you say, it is to protect mankind (yes) from 
actions and deeds of another who think that they are right, but that the majority of your 
world would call ‘evil’. But again, you have to know the wider picture. 
 

George’s Notes: 
Our debate continued and doubtless there were influences within that debate from those 
others who came close. It is probably true to say that there was thinking in different 
directions with a striving to see how others might think or feel. 
There was reference to Northern Ireland and how things resolved once NEGOTIATIONS 
began. ‘There is hint of negotiation with Taliban ... that could be good! And there is the 
Winston Churchill quote: jaw-jaw, not war-war!  
Terrorists don’t do what they do just for fun ... have they been treated badly? How are they 
thinking? 

The most honourable soldier is perhaps the United Nations soldier involved in policing. 
Mercenaries: must do it for reward and macho image ... occasionally idealism. 
S.A.S./Intelligence officers: so often give the impression of elitists on an ego trip. 
Through history it has been the male that has principally fought wars. Why should gender 
make such a difference? Is the male blocked in some way? 

It has been part of the military system to conscript youth, to put guns into the hands of youth 
with license to kill. They become part of a team so that personal thinking gets lost. Not 
always. There is the story of a conscientious objector who in trench warfare went over the 
top three times and did not fire a shot throughout the war. Another conscript argued that he 
would not shoot to kill ... better to wound, and take two out of the battle (one combatant 
and one medic)!  
Motivations in general: orders, politics, survival, fear of disgrace, threat of firing squad ... 
and love of all life. ‘Love of all life’ brings to mind that Cecil B De Milles’ film ‘All Quiet on the 
Western Front’. A soldier seemed mesmerised by the beauty of a butterfly that settled on the 
trench parapet, but in the moment of reaching out towards it, he was shot by a sniper. 
Middle East reprisal killings often involve totally uninvolved kids and mums ... what must 
they be thinking? Can it be in the name of their religion? Never! 

There is now the full and obvious realisation that in ‘blanket bombing’, whole families are 
wiped out; in ‘rocket attacks’ targets are approximate; landmines get anyone, and all leaves 
mess and chaos in its wake. 
The more all concerned can talk, the better for everyone ... and for nature!’ 
This week, there followed Remembrance Sunday, when the fallen are remembered. It is well 
that such events are not forgotten or dismissed lightly from consciousness. But what of the 
millions slaughtered who did not fight, who were not involved other than to be killed by 
those who did. They were not represented in any parade or did not receive posthumous 
medals. Theirs was a silent passive role. Perhaps their deaths somehow highlight the dogged 
self-indulgence of those determined to perpetuate warfare. Perhaps their deaths will help 
others to become more aware ... more spiritually aware. 
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Once curiosity and intellectual thinking have passed, then comes 

acceptance and unconditional love 
 

Salumet starts the meeting with a question to the group about how far members felt they 

had progressed towards truth.  (24/10/11) 

 

As another one of your Earthly years comes closer to its end, I wonder how often you 

think about how far you have come since that moment of ‘curiosity’—that moment of 

trying to find Truth; how far have you come? I know how far you have come, but tonight, 

my dear friends, I would like to ask you individually what you feel, and how far you feel 

you have travelled in your own special goal. How far do you feel? 

 

What followed was a period of discussion mainly about losing fears and realising that what is left is 

just Love to all those who we meet in life.  Salumet then summarises our reaction to this question. 

 

Yes, do you see, my dear friends, how when you express yourselves and speak of physical 

feelings, and how it affects you spiritually.  Can you see that connection with each one of 

you? I would like to say that each one of you is approaching something that I would call 

‘acceptance’. The curiosity and the intellectual stages have passed, and now, my dear 

friends, how you recognise that love for your fellow man is all important—love, not only 

for each other, but to recognise that you ARE units of love, each one of you, and it is up to 

all of you, as individuals, to express that love, in the best way that you can. But, by 

speaking openly to each other, it gives you recognition to each other, of who and what 

you are, and that you are not so different from one another after all. It gladdens us all in 

our world to hear those such as you. We know you have struggles and we know that you 

fight fear and many of its companions, but we are so happy to see those spiritual lights 

grow ever brighter. So, my dear friends, I say to you: for once, feel happy with who and 

what you are, and accept our thanks from spirit, because it is a great thing to watch that 

spirit grow and unite. If only all of your Earth plane could have the understanding that you 

have gained, what a much better world you would live in! So, continue on your way, 

question whatever you must, but always, no matter what you do, that it is done in the 

name of Love. That, for this time, is all I wish to say to you, but you are surrounded this 

time, by many who love you—not always those you would recognise, but nevertheless, 

those who love you. Absorb their energy and their love. 
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Peace and good will to all men 
 

At the end of the year Salumet asks the group to consider the words, ’peace and 

goodwill to all men’, and to discuss amongst ourselves what this meant to us. Jan 

started the discussion on her feelings which reflected the words of the others.  (12/12/11) 

 

Jan: I’m sat here thinking that lots of people have said how they feel and that’s not a ‘cop 

out’. ‘Peace and Goodwill’, to me—when I’m at peace with myself and the world around 

me, then that’s the feeling that I would wish upon my fellow men; without conflict, and I 

think the internal conflict that we all deal with, is a tremendous battle as human beings. It’s 
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part of our make-up—part of our generic make-up. But when you are at peace with yourself 

and everyone around you, I think it’s one of the most wonderful feelings that anyone can 

have. So, my thoughts would be—for those on this planet and all the others, like George has 

said, that we all strive to feel like that all the time, and hopefully, one day we will. 

Because you see, to offer these good thoughts for others, you are in fact, using your 

spiritual self, and it is the spiritual self which must feel that love and peace and goodwill 

to all. You say that these feelings that have to be suppressed are part of your nature, but 

it is not your spiritual nature. 

Jan: No—I understand the difference between the two. 

 

Salumet then rounded off the evening with a message for all that we should consider at this 

precious time of year.  The group discovered that it was quite difficult to put it into words. 

 

You have come to recognise your own, what you would term ‘failings’, but which I would 

call striving to know yourselves (Mm). They are not failings, my dear friends. They are 

happenings in an Earthly life which need to be changed in order for the spirit to grow even 

more. You are beings of love. Therefore, feelings of peace and goodwill towards all men 

should be natural to you, but of course, being human beings, makes it a little more 

difficult—but that is why you are here. But I would like you to always retain those words 

in your minds, and whenever you encounter upsets and troubles in your lives, remember 

those words, and automatically, you should find that that spirit within will come to the 

fore and uplift not only yourselves, but all of those people you know. So, my message to 

you, at this your festive season, my dear friends, is to shine within that love which is 

eternal. Feel that love, feel the peace which emanates from that love; and I will tell you, 

now, my dear friends, you will experience the utmost love and joy in this your everyday 

lives.  I hope you understand my words this time and I am saying to you and to all of 

creation: PEACE AND GOOD WILL TO ALL! 

George: Yes, wonderful! 

 

Expressing love in our everyday lives 
 

Sometimes the smallest happenings can teach us a great deal.  Even a little mouse! The 

group had been discussing love in our lives. (2/4/12) 

 

Paul: When you say that love is all-consuming— 

It is the very nucleus of existence. It is a power you cannot see, but you can feel—not only 

human beings, but the plants and the animal kingdom. All of you are surrounded by 

beauty and love. I cannot stress it to you enough. 
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George: Yes, I feel the extension beyond humans and throughout nature. And I’ve recently 

been sowing seeds, and there’s a pea-like seed called mange tout, and I found there was a 

little mouse coming along and digging holes in the garden to get the seed as a food, and this 

was rather upsetting my gardening. But I don’t have a killing policy in the garden—that 

stems from this love thing—so I put an apple out and the little mouse much prefers the 

apple to the mange tout seed; so that’s a successful way of diverting him on to other things. 

And can we say that this gentle mouse has taught you something?  

(Chuckles) 

George: Indeed, Indeed yes! 

Yes. Take it as such that that animal who is, of course, part of the rich tapestry of Earth 

life, has come along at a time, and provided you with a little knowledge that was missing. 

Would you not agree? 

George: Yes! I do agree and I take pleasure in passing that bit of knowledge on to others. 

Yes. All too often, what happens with human beings is that because this is what it is—it is 

the element of fear that rises, and your little patch of garden is not part of the whole, but 

is your possession, and it becomes such, and therefore fear enters into it, because you 

have devoted time and effort—but in stopping, and looking, and listening, you have 

resolved it, and you resolved it with much love, because you provided that small mouse 

with food. 

George: Yes, yes I must say it gave me much pleasure. 

Rod: Well, Salumet, I think you’ll reprimand me badly, because we’ve been having a rat go 

from the hedge under where I put seeds out for the birds. It goes to and from getting this 

food, and I got worried because I knew the children were coming up and my neighbour put 

some food out mixed with poison, and we don’t get any rats now—well we’ve only had one 

since. I don’t feel very comfortable with this, but, I suppose, in my mind I’ve got rid of the 

rats, but I feel sorry about that, but I just can’t bear having rats and children in the same 

area. 

I understand, my dear friend. Please do not be too harsh. Your thoughts were for those 

innocent children; therefore, it was not an act purely for destruction, but, partly from 

love. I have tried to tell you, on many occasions, that not all things are ‘black’ or ‘white’ as 

you humans seem to feel, but it is the intent of the actions which is more important. 

Therefore, the love of the children will be balanced against the deed of killing the rat. I, of 

course, would always say it is not good to kill (yes), but, as I have said the intent is what 

matters most, so do not be too hard upon yourself. 

Rod: Thank you for those words, Sir—thank you! 

Yes, after all we know, and we understand that this world that you live in is almost like a 

battlefield with each individual trying to survive in the best way that they know how. All I 

would say is, my dear friend, whatever you do, may it be done in love, and you will not go 

far wrong in your lifetime. 
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Rod: Thank you so much for those words Sir—thank you. Yes. So, if we wrap the world up in 

our love—the whole world—animals, peoples, our planet—I think that’s what I must do 

more often. 

Yes. You must live your life as Love. You cannot solve the Earth’s problems, and you 

will not for some time to come. I have spoken about this on previous occasions; but all 

that you can do is to be responsible for what you think, what you do and be aware that 

that spiritual part of you, should always be to the fore of your thinking. 

 

 

 

In times of darkness, keep extending that love energy! 
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Our world and we humans are very complex!  The best way to heal is to continue to extend 

that love energy.  George also raises the issue of whistleblowing. (24/11/14) 

 

George: Regarding change in the world for the better, I feel there are signs. There are 
groups in some of the big cities, expressing dissatisfaction in the way things are being 
organised. There are what we call ‘whistle-blowers’, who are making known things that are 
kept from world population. I just feel these are signs of a change going on and these may 
be signs for the better. 
Your Earthly world is a complex place. I feel those words do not surprise any of you. It is a 
complex place. It’s difficult at times, to recognise the goodness that is within this planet. 
The human being is in himself a complex being, who is working and seeking to return 
home to the whole, if I can say that to you. Sometimes in your world, it seems that all is 
black, all is dark, all is evil, but let me reassure you again my dear friends, that we from 
Spirit are aware of all conditions within your world and the basic truth of Love, is 
uppermost. I have at times told you: do not focus on any darkness, any negativity, 
because you give it credence. I ask you in this our first meeting together again, is to spread 
that love, which is so much stronger, so much that fills the world with light. I ask you that 
you send love to all people. I make no exceptions, I do not criticise one or the other—ALL 
HUMAN BEINGS NEED LOVE. You understand and you can feel it now within this room.  
(Agreed) 
Again, take a moment each of your days, to let that love pour from you, to HEAL your 
planet, to HEAL the people who are lost, and to help the sick and the injured and the 
lonely and the hungry; the list is almost endless. 
George: Yes, I can see this is the evaluation from Spirit (Yes) which is rather different from 
any physical trait that we might see. 
Yes, we help all that we can, but of course I use one of your Earthly expressions: 
sometimes our hands are tied, because we are not allowed to interfere too often. We can 
influence as you know, but we cannot deliberately interfere with the life path of other 
people. It is a hard lesson, is it not?  
(Agreed) 
—Very difficult to accept—but your planet is full of contradictions, and that is why it is 
important that each and every one of you, continues to give that love. No matter what 
your personal thoughts are about your world, let me reassure you it is growing in the right 
way. 
George: That’s very good to hear Salumet. 
 

Forgiveness is part of loving 
 

A visitor speaks to the group about the importance of forgiving and letting go. (14/9/15) 

Lilian: Hello—Thank you for coming. 
Hello. 
(The voice was indistinct and Paul enquired if it was Cho) 
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No. I came with the man. I am being helped with my own forgiveness. I have spent much 
time with not being able to forgive. I could not forgive. (Spoken tearfully) 
Lilian: But you’re managing with help now, are you? 

Yes—yes, I am being helped. I am now ready to forgive. 
Lilian: That’s good—not easy is it? 

No, even here, many cannot forgive. I know—I have been told: most people let go. I could 
not—could not forgive. 
Lilian: I think there must be some things that are really hard to forgive—really hard, but I’m 
glad that you’ve come through in the end. 
I wanted to say: there is always help here; but to not forgive hurts yourself. 
George: Yes, and I guess it’s important to remember to ask for that help. 
Yes, I was wallowing in my own hatred and unforgiving; so I just wanted you to know. 
Lilian: Yes—because the person it hurts is yourself, isn’t it really?—I’ve thought about it. 
That is what I now recognise, and I am being helped in order that I may help others. 
Lilian: Oh that’s a good idea. 
There are many, many people now on Earth, who also cannot forgive. 
Lilian: I’m sure there’s quite a few here and maybe still struggling in spirit. 
Yes—yes, but I will endeavour to do all I can when I am ready. 
George: I guess with the fighting—the warring that goes on, on our planet, there are many 
who are seeking forgiveness in relation to their hurting of others in the warring situation— 

I am told that when souls return to spirit, that mostly they recognise quite soon what they 
have done, and also, those who need to forgive, forgive quite quickly. But then you have 
those such as me who hold on to this unforgiveness—this hatred which, as the lady says, 

eats at you constantly. So, no matter your station in life, always remember: forgiveness 
is part of loving. That is my message to you all tonight. 

George: And I imagine it’s very good if we can learn that process of forgiveness while we are 
still on the planet here. 
Yes, that is when it should happen; before you come to this world, try to forgive those who 
have wronged you. You will be the better one for it. 
(Short pause) 
Now, we do not wish to make your evening so gloomy but know that when you leave 
tonight that there will be much light and upliftment around you. We would not wish you 
to be feeling gloomy. 
Lilian: No, I’m sure we won’t. 
Paul: Very wise words—yes. 
George: That is very much appreciated, and we also thank you for coming through and 
speaking with us on this matter. 
Thank you, thank you very much. 
 

Another visitor on the same evening reminds us about keeping a lightness of spirit and 

allowing others to speak from their heart during these times of change. 

 

Lilian: Good evening. 
Good evening. 
(Pause) 
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My name is Gamehl. I wanted only to say that, although you feel that your planet is 
upside down at this moment in time, I wish to say that sometimes it is necessary in order 
that the results are a betterment for mankind. 
(General agreement) 
You may not feel this to be so when you are actually living on the planet at this time of 
change, but I can tell you not all is doomed. You must keep within your hearts the 
lightness of spirit and allow others to speak what they feel. But for all, for each and every 
one of you to be honest with yourselves in the way that you feel about all things in your 
world, whether they be personal or whether it be global—honesty from the heart is the 
right pathway to go. I just wanted to convey those words to you. 
George: Yes, very nicely put—thank you. And I guess, for some of us, we need to observe 
errors in order to understand better our way forward— 

It is good that you try to look at others with love in your hearts, no matter what your 
thoughts may be of them. You of course cannot be the judge—only the Creator has that 
right to say what is right or wrong. What we wish from all of you is that you keep your 
hearts open to ALL men. I know these words at times seem too simple for you, when there 
is so much going on. But I believe you have already been told that all you can do is to 
extend your love to all people. 
(General agreement) 
Yes, that message still stands—and that is all I wish to say. 
Paul: A timely reminder. Thank you. Yes, it’s so easy to lose focus down here, but I 
understand what you mean. 
You will never fully have an extended view in the same way as we do here in spirit—it is 
impossible for you to have that overall view. 
George: Yes well, the extended view is something for us to look forward to when we return 
to spirit. 
Yes, hopefully it will be much better BEFORE you join us. 
George: Ah! Yes, well that too is a beautiful thought. 
Paul: We’ll try to think with our hearts a bit more, and not be critical of things but to be 
more understanding of the process of change. 
 

What does unconditional love look like? 
 
Love must be offered without conditions, without judgement, consistently, without 
selection and from the heart. What a wonderful target to aim for! (12/10/15)   
 
All: Good evening. 
As always, we are aware of your conversations as you come together. Still my dear 
friends, you find yourselves absorbed with the ways of your Earthly world. I wish to say 
one thing: to remind you of what each individual’s life should be, no matter where their 
status lies; whether it be, as you say, with too many Earthly gifts or whether you belong to 
those who suffer and are without the very fruits of existence. I say to you all my dear 
friends: what has happened to living in this moment?—because whilst you are concerned 

about all of these matters you are foregoing your own lives. Do you understand? 

(General acknowledgement) 
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I would like you all to think a little more deeply about this matter. I have told you so 
often: all really that you can achieve and what you should do is to give your thoughts and 
love for all—not to distinguish between your brothers, but to love all people, no matter 
the circumstances. And for yourselves to live in the moment, and in this way, you move 
forward with knowledge and with love. I hope that makes sense to you. 
Lilian: Yes it does. 
George: It does indeed. I know that some find it more difficult to love those who are 
involved in the fighting and the bombing. But I know your statement also refers to those 
soul aspects. 
Yes—you must allow each and every one to exist within this world, whether you agree or 
not. This is a very big ask of anyone. But I want you my dear friends, to think about the 
words I have said to you and begin to understand that what you must do is place all of 
these difficulties into the Creator’s hands. The answer therefore lies with that Great 
Creative Force. And mankind at this moment in time is refusing to listen to that inner 
voice. We know and understand, my dear friends, the heartache that is caused, and of 
course we would wish for a good life for all people; but that is not for you to pass 
judgement upon. Your love must surpass all things. You must turn to the Great Creative 
Force and allow that force to take care of all that happens within your world. 
George: Yes, unfortunately it has been a human trait to when hit (yes) strike back (yes), but 
I recall a phrase from the Bible about turning the other cheek, and perhaps that would be 
more appropriate. 
Yes—again, we have to—there is so much still to do within your world. But my dear 
friends, I wish you to continue, to be uplifted, to feel love for all of your fellow man—not 
just those people that you feel deserve your love, but for all people, for all those—
especially those you feel have done wrong; they too will need your love and your prayers. 
So think about these words this time and see how your discussion goes; when you really 
feel and become part of this Earthly world with all of its, what you call ‘problems’. 
George: Yes. One feels there are certain people who have worked themselves into a position 
from which they are able to make improvements within our world. And I’ve always felt that 
it’s appropriate to give those people support. How would you comment on that? 

There is nothing wrong in giving support, but what you are doing my dear friend, is 
making selection, when indeed that should never happen. What you are doing is passing 
judgement upon many others. Do you see what I am saying to you? (Yes) You are selecting 
those to have your backing and that is never right. No matter how harsh these words may 
seem, I feel that I have to say to you: love for mankind is for all of mankind—there can be 
no exceptions. After all, the Great Creative Force is all love. 
George: Yes, that would seem to imply also, a neutrality—where the workings of society are 
concerned. 
Yes, mankind should be working towards unity—not whether one side of people are evil 
and another is good. There is good and evil in all men. I do not hesitate in saying this, but 
that is why you need to find the spirit which you are, with that all-unending love that is 
within it. Only then can you look to yourself and say that you love all of your fellow man. I 
do not say this is easy my friends—it is not. I understand quite well the workings of your 
Earthly world. But I wish you to think about it. It is easy for me to say what you must do, 
but by now you should feel that burning within your heart for ALL of mankind—ALL of 
mankind. It is easy, as I have said in the past, to love those people with whom you feel 
there is a unity, but it is not so easy to love what you call ‘your enemies’. After all, if you 
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had two children, and one was very good and one was very naughty, would you make the 
distinction of loving the good one more? Of course you wouldn’t—your love would go to 
both of them and you would help whoever is in need, with love. I am making that very 
small comparison in order for you all to understand. And I am going to leave you with 
these words this evening, because they mean a great deal and there are many of those 
from spirit who are here to help your world. And they need your help—they need your 
thoughts, they need your prayers to create love and unity for all of mankind. But do not 
leave this room feeling so downhearted; instead you leave this room feeling uplifted and 
hopeful for the future. 
Paul: Yes, that seems to simplify it beautifully. 
Again, my dear friend, simplicity has all of the answers. 
George: It is a clear message which you have endorsed with us Salumet—I hadn’t really 
thought too much about the neutrality that has to go with this ‘love’—and ‘non-judgement’. 
Thank you! 

Yes, you see my dear friend, too many come to our world who are full of regret. Is it not 
better that they change whilst they are upon your planet? Of course it is, and that is what 
we are endeavouring to do—to help them while they are here. No one says it will happen 
in a second—of course it will not. And today, mankind is much more used to his brain 
being superior, instead of allowing spirit to be superior. 
Jan: Some of us on this planet over-think and over-complicate it with our mind. 
Yes, but do you see how words, when they are spoken, can change the way that a person 
thinks, so quickly?  
(Agreed) 
But I could only say it to a group such as yourselves, because you are full of love and 
compassion, my dear friends. And it brings me great joy each time we are united, to speak 
of these things. 
Jan: That statement you’ve just made that we’re full of love and compassion—I think that 
one of the greatest lessons is recognising it in yourself— 

You have to love yourselves—of course. 
Jan: To know that you possess that. Modern day life tends to bombard us with so much 
information that, like as you were saying, it’s very easy to understand what it’s like to be 
human here, for us—but if we could only remember that first— 

If ever you are in doubt you must go within. You must allow the soul to speak. You must 
have that outward knowledge that spirit is eternal.  
 

Love outlives all negativity 
 

Many of us watch the news each day or read the papers which present a lot of information, 

sometimes very negatively and of dubious accuracy.  In fact, we can feel quite bombarded 

and this creates analysing and judgements in our minds.  George, whilst talking to Salumet 

about this, admits that he analyses situations perhaps more than most, but was wondering 

if all this ‘analysing’ is a good or bad thing when considering the broader picture of love. 

(12/10/15) 
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George: I find I am often analytical of the various political ramifications that go on. And 
although one sees both positivity and negativity—with rather too much of the latter—I find I 
can still love everyone concerned and recognise that they are each on their own pathway at, 
shall I say different levels; but regardless of being analytical, I feel I still love everyone 
concerned and recognise where they are. Would you have any comment on this? 

Yes—you have been endowed with a brain which thinks sometimes perhaps more than 
others. There is nothing wrong in analysing any situation upon your Earth. Yes, I have 
given to you the knowledge that love outlives all negativity. Love will always come to the 
fore. And yes, I totally understand why you say the words that you do. Of course, you can 
be analysing situations, but still love your fellow man, as long as you do not allow the 
negativity to creep in and allow your views to be changed too drastically in the other way. 
You understand? 

George: Yes, thank you, that does help— 

Yes, as long as you are clinging to the love of all men, then there can be no question that 
you are following the right pathway. 
George: That’s very reassuring—thank you Salumet. 
You live in a world that at times is angry, at times is cruel to other human beings, and of 
course there has to be some order, but what I speak of, my dear friend, rises above all 
human happenings. The love I speak of comes from that part of your spirit which is all-
loving and all-giving. You understand? (Mm—yes)—that is not to say you must be blinded 
and not understand what is happening in your world—that is not what I was saying. I was 
telling you to look inward and to find that deep spiritual love which comes from spirit—
and understanding that is greater than any that you could have as a human being. I hope 
that helps you. 
George: Indeed—yes, from deep within with no judgement. 
Yes, you must never make judgement—after all, none of us are the Great Creator. 
Therefore, you must find that deep abiding love within. 
George: Yes, thank you so much. 
Now—I feel I have spoken enough and reminded you of why you are here and what your 
lives are about—about never harming another human being—to never pass judgement, 
because you do not have enough knowledge to do so—and to find that deep love within 
you; and it is within each and every one of you—and to let that love grow and you will 
automatically do what is right for yourselves and for your fellow man. And now, I will 
withdraw this time and allow whatever is to come next. I leave you as always, my dear 
friends, with our love, with upliftment and with we hope a little wisdom. 
George: Wonderful! 

 

To understand love fully you must understand it in yourselves 
 

A visitor called Thomas tells us about a life where he felt no love towards him at all. 

(30/11/15) 

 

Lilian: Hello. 
Hello. 
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Lilian: You are very welcome. 
I am Thomas. I have been listening to you discussing ‘love’. I was unfortunate, that whilst I 
lived, I did not feel any kind of love. 
George: Oh that’s a shame. 
Lilian: —Towards you or towards other people? 

—Towards me. 
Lilian: Oh that's a shame. 
But it doesn’t matter. 
George: Have you felt more love since? 

I have felt such an abundance of love here. But I had to come and say to each one of you, 
that to understand love fully you must understand it in yourselves. If you do not love 
yourselves, you will never love at all. So, I hope that this evening and the talk about love 
has touched each and every one of you—that all of you will be able to express love and to 
be aware that that expression of love is being felt by all (yes). It is a sad world where love 
does not exist. And I know I need not speak of the state of your world, where love is sorely 
lacking. That has not been my purpose this evening; but to speak to you as individuals—to 
love and to be loved—not only physical love but spiritual love, and there is a great 
difference. Physical love is fleeting—spiritual love is for all time. 
Lilian: Yes, I think some of us have been lucky to feel it sometimes—love, which really, we 
don’t understand here. 
People’s expressions of love vary so much. It is as diverse as people in your world are. 
People feel that they love when in fact they do not nearly understand what true love is. 
George: Yes, I think spiritual love has grown with me since my dear wife has been in spirit, 
and that love between us seems to—and we know that she is still around—and that love 
between us seems to just grow and grow. 
Yes, but you can only feel it from the physical side. She is helping you to express the 
spiritual love (ah yes). It is so much different from the physical love that is expressed upon 

the Earth. True love is unselfish. True love is when you wish to give and not to 
take. There are so many expressions of love. But spiritual love is something you will 

understand when you come to the spirit world. So, if nothing else, I wish that you would 
take with you this night some thoughts, some expression of the love that surrounds you 
within this room. That indeed is spiritual love which encompasses you each time you come 
together. And I know that most of you feel it at some time (yes). 
George: Yes, I think that feeling has deepened this evening and we so much appreciate the 
meditation through Sara and your words that follow up. Thank you so much. 
You are most welcome, and I Thomas will take myself from your presence, and thank you 
for listening to those words. And please be full of gratitude to that Great Creator who has 
allowed each of you to feel the blessing of that deep love. 
George: Yes, I was only thinking earlier today about this beautiful world that we have and 
nature, and all that can only have been created in love. 
Yes, and remember: you are all a very small part of that great creation—a very small part. 
(General thanks as Thomas withdrew) 
 

Without love there is cruelty! 
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Salumet explains the importance of always giving loving energy and reminds us that without 
love, there is only cruelty.  (11/4/16) 
 

You know of course that the word ‘love’ is the one that I have used most often, because 
without love, what would we be? And there is love missing in your world today. But we 
strive at all times to be positive and to help those who live in negativity and are negative 
about their own way of living. 
George: It surprises me just how much militarism is in the world (yes). It seems to me that 
there is so much purely physical thinking and lack of love in that. 
Yes, the negativity would dissipate if only people allowed the spirit to come to the fore. I 
believe you all know and understand this, but a great number of people in your world are 
afraid to speak of what is deep within their hearts, and you know, without love there is 
cruelty—cruelty from human kind to one-another, and this we should not tolerate. We 
should always give out love. Do you remember my words and that of many people within 
your scriptures who say: give love?—yes. 
George: And this of course is the only effective way to counter what I have referred to as 
‘militarism’. 
It is the best way to counteract all of that negative expression that is being used. But of 
course you know, I always try to bring to you, my dear friends, the message of being 
positive. That will always overshadow the negative side of your lives. So, not only must 
you try to achieve this positive energy in your own individual lives, but you must send it 
throughout this Earthly world—out into the reaches of other universes; after all, you are 
not just people of the Earth, you are spiritual beings that are part of the many universes 
that exist. You understand? 
(Affirmed) 
Paul: And I think you’ve said before that the love you give out comes back to you (yes), so 
what’s given to these other universes—there might be more exchange of this beautiful 
energy. 
 

It is like the circle of life—the more you give the more you 
receive—the more you receive the more you give. If you can think 
of it in that way, you can see how this love energy grows and 
multiplies. 
 

We must love and respect our planet 
 

Salumet describes all planets as beautiful, but our own planet has a little extra sparkle.  Our 

planet is perfect but there are a few little hiccups.  We must all remember to send our love 

to those in power and to those of science, thus helping the planet to move forward. 

(4/9/17) 

 

Paul/Graham: Good evening Salumet. 
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Good evening.  I wish to say to you that your planet at this moment in time seems to be 
quite disruptive, and no matter how many times I tell you not to worry, you cannot but 
help do so, only because you are human. I wish to say to you, my dear friends, it is not 
only disruption on the earth planet, but it comes from the nearest universe to you; and 
you know that there are many. So again, I will repeat words that I have said to you so 
often: accept what is happening, give all of your love to those who are disruptive and 
spread your love to all people; but not only that, but to send your love to the universe—
spread it wider. So, we thank you again for the thoughts that are given to all who dwell 
here upon the earth planet.  
Sarah: Salumet, how can the other universe affect our planet?  
Because you are all joined; one cannot exist without the other. 
Sarah: So does that mean that everywhere around, not just us, is being affected by this?  
Part of the Universe, not all. As I have said, there are many universes that you will never 
become aware of in a lifetime.  
Sarah: No, but there are an awful lot of planets in our universe.  
Yes, and it is a universal thing, it is something that has happened before throughout all 
time; but when you are here in the flesh, listening to all that is happening, you cannot 
help but let your emotions go out of control.  
Sarah: Are you able to tell us what's going on in the other universe?  
That is of no consequence at this time; all you need to know is that the problems that you 
see is not confined to the planet Earth. You know that the Planets influence each other, 
(yes) each hour, each day, each week, throughout all of your earthly time. (yes) So, I say to 
you again, my dear friends, what you have is the most powerful weapon, and that is your 
love for all mankind. You have to become Love. (yes) We have spoken many times of love, 
(yes) but I say again to you, don't think of it, but FEEL it. When you FEEL LOVE, there is no 
need for words. Do you understand?  
Agreed 
Paul: Yes, I don't know if it helps at all, it’s much like as you said, the planets are all 
influencing us, the earth and everything and the astrologers knew all about that, but it 
seems a step further, the other universes, particularly the one nearest to the earth also has 
an influence, so (yes) it's all worth … we don't need to know, I guess, but I suppose it would 
be lovely to have some inkling as to the other universes, but we can’t I guess, so it's just a 
question of embracing them in our love as well. (yes)  
Sara: And we know that it will pass in time—the troubled time will pass.  
The troubles cannot last, because time continues; it will not last. 
Sara: And love and joy are our greatest protection (yes) for everyone.  
Yes, you have to feel the love, feel the love for your planet, for other planets, for the 
universe that is close to you. These happenings have happened since I do not know when, 
but they have always been, there has always been upsets and wars and natural disasters, 
which we have discussed in past times; and what you consider to be disasters are just part 
of the evolution.  
Sarah: I tend to think of wars being created by a person, but that person is perhaps being 
influenced by the other universes, so it’s not … 
Yes, you have to go to the energy of all things, and when you have an imbalance that is 
when upsets are created, down to the very basic level. 
Paul: So if we can somehow restore the balance, that's all that's required maybe? 
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That is what we try to achieve, not only here upon your earth, but from Spirit; there are 
many working, many angelic beings, who are around all of you at these times, but I do not 
want you to think that these are unusual times.  
Sarah: We've got the imbalances, are we talking about the energy of physical things? What 
about in Spirit, are there imbalances over there as well?  
Not the degree that you would understand. There may be a slight imbalance of energy, 
but it is not disruptive, like it is upon your Earth. (Thank you) The subject of energy is a 
great one and I do not feel that this time, the capability from you, of understanding, 
because not only here does mankind feel he does not have the wisdom, but also some of 
those who have already passed to Spirit feel they do not always understand what is 
happening.  
Paul: The energies—does that relate to the dark and the light?  
Of course, yes, you have to always go back to my words; if you question anything, reread 
the words that you have placed upon your papers and see what has been said before. 
How many times on your planet has there been ceaseless worry, misunderstandings of, 
‘Will the planet survive?’  
Paul:  It always comes back to fear, doesn't it?  
Yes, you are quite correct; and how many times do you see the people in your streets 
saying, ‘The World is nigh?’  
Agreed 
So often … So you must, my dear friends, try to keep everything balanced within your own 
hearts and mind, because unless you can do this, you cannot help others. And your 
understanding—the people's understanding is growing. I know you do not feel this, but I 
assure you that people's understanding is becoming much greater.  
Sarah: When you say that, ‘becoming much better’, about Spirit, or everything?  
About understanding life on the Earth and, of course, about Spirit; that is the most 
important part.  
Sarah: It is surprising the number of people … I always try and bring in a bit of Spirit 
somewhere along the line and it's amazing how many people are interested, (yes) many 
more than don't want to know.  
Many seeds have been sown, yes, and remember I have told you there are those coming 
to this world; children who have great knowledge and love and wisdom to help this 
planet—remember that also, send out your love to them, even although they have not yet 
arrived.  
Paul:  Yes, I don't know, why it's a very exciting thought that they are preparing to come and 
bring all that love and balance.  
Yes, their understanding is much greater than many who have already come, including 
yourselves, although I have to say it took quite a while to gather you all together. We feel 
that as human beings and Spirit, you are indeed great ones. 
Sarah: Nice of you to say. Well, we've been helped an awful lot by you Salumet. We’d never 
have reached anywhere near where we've got to if you hadn't have come to us … 
I thank you for those words, but it is I who needs to give thanks to all of you. There have 
been many changes over your earthly years, and yet you still come together and give of 
yourself, of your spiritual love in order that others may live a decent life, with 
understanding.  
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Graham: I think one of the reasons we come, is that you were talking about feeling love, and 
yet this is one place we really do feel it, (yes) we really do feel the love amongst us and from 
Spirit as well—it's very tangible. 
Sara: Yes, definitely, and it's not only that, because we've been coming for so long, I think all 
of us have experienced the wonderful impact on our own lives, of the knowledge that we've 
been given—we’ve felt so many results, positive results and …  
Yes, you cannot deny what you feel, (no) you can disregard the words of another, but you 
cannot deny what you feel within your soul.  
Sara: And in many ways it's been one of the most important learning processes of my whole 
life really—this group has helped me so much to understand more—you've helped us so 
much to understand more.  
But you see, when you come within a body, to live a life upon this planet, you are not 
perfect beings. You know, people say beautiful babies would never have a negative 
thought. Let me surprise you and tell you that those beautiful babies have already existed 
with all the love and emotions, the range of emotions that go with living a life here.  
 

When we feel emotions running high, we must learn to gently let 

them go…. 
 
If we allow our emotions to run away with us, we are running the risk of creating more 
trouble. Salumet discusses relationships with some useful advice. (8/1/18) 
 
The most you can do for another person is to Love unconditionally; and I would say that is 
the most powerful words I could give to you. 
Lilian: That's the hardest… 
Di: That's the hardest thing to do, isn’t it? (Yes) 
Ben: Being able to forgive… 
Forgiveness must take place, no matter what the subject matter, no matter what the 
problems; if you cannot forgive, you are then living with anger and probably hate for 
some reason. You have to be able to let go. 
Ben: And forgive yourself as well? 
Forgive yourself first and foremost, because until you can, you cannot do it for another 
human being. You understand? 
Ben: Mm 
Jan: Yeah—on a relationship, I've been struggling the last week or so, with my mother. 
You have a love/hate relationship. 
Jan: I know, but this time when I blew—it's like a red mist comes over me when I do blow—
I've forgiven myself a lot quicker than I ever have before. 
Which shows how you have grown. 
Jan: Yeah, I have noticed that, whereas before, I always joked that I was born guilty, because 
that's how I've always been, I’ve always felt, where my parents were concerned. 
But it is a very good lesson to learn, but what you have to do now, is to learn to let go. 
(Yes) You can feel upset, you can feel the anguish, but you do not wish to create more 
trouble. So, what you must do is feel those emotions and then, to gently let it all go, (yes) 
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and you would find, that if your demeanour is that of gentleness and Love, it will have a 
great effect on the other person. 
Jan: Yes, I did come to the understanding this morning, (Good) inwardly, that it's much 
better to be with a negative person while they're here, to be with them than be without 
them, (Yes) so unconstitutionally, I’ve eaten humble pie, as they say, I 've... 
But you have not eaten humble pie, you have grown my dear. You have grown spiritually 
just in that recognition. Do you not understand that? 
Jan: Yeah, I do, because I can feel it; (Good) occasionally, I'm not quite sure how to deal with 
those deep emotions that I have surrounding it. 
Yes, but you will. It is much better to try to sort things out whilst you are on the Earth 
plane, because if you carry them with you to Spirit, you know very well, just by being 
within this group that people come back with their problems. So, it is better you can only 
work upon yourself, you cannot change quickly the other person, but you can influence 
them. 
Jan: Your initial speech, talking about recognising it in ourselves and basically working on 
ourselves first, (Yes) rings very true. I can't change this person while we're together, it's just 
the way I deal with it that’s the important thing. 
We also in spirit understand these emotions and feelings. After all, we would all like to 
change your world for a better, brighter, more beautiful planet, but we have to take 
things as it comes, we have to deal with things as they come, we have to feel Love for 
everything and everybody upon this earthly planet, (No matter…) No matter. So you see, 
we understand, I know sometimes that we feel we tell people what they should do, but 
they don't fully agree or understand our words, and I am going to leave you this time, I 
think you would probably call it, my favourite word, you know what it is? 
Jan: Is Love. 
It is Love.  
 
 


